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This thesis grew out ot a suggestion b1 Professor F. A. !'enton concern-
ing the need tor information on certain members of the Orthopteran genus 
Schistocerca. As the work progressed, it became Dl)re and more evident 
that a thorough understanding ot the genus can coma only through a close 
e:xam.1.nation of the biology of each species. Schistocerca obscura Fabr. 
was selected for study since it was the most abundant species at hand. It 
is hoped that tu.rther work may be done both with this species and with the 
other species ot the genus. 
The research tor the following thesis was done at the Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechan!.cal College, Stillwater, Oklahoma, extending from 
June, 1938, until July, 1939. Except for those cases mentioned, the 
rearing was carried out in a greenhouse. 
Much of the library work was done at Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa, 
during the winter quarter or 1939, at which time the author was enrolled 
in that school. 
Thanks are due to Professor F. A. Fenton, head of the Entomology 
Department of Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, tor his care-
tul consideration and help with the problem as well as for t'U.rnishing 
ideal conditions tor study. I wish also to thank Dr. T. H. Hubbell of the 
Department of Biology ot the University of Florida tor his valuable sug-
gestions and help in determining the species of Sehistoceroa. I Wish also 
to express my appreciation to the students of the department tor supplying 
specimens and partioularl1 to B1Y' wife, Marie Duck. and Mr. Charles Hovey 
tor their help in the work. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
A study of the literature relating directly to Sohistocerca obscura 
shows that practically no work has been done with the insect. Its spor-
adic occurenoe as an economic species is probably responsible for this 
lack of interest, although Uvarov {1928) states that all North American 
species ot Acrididae are in need of life history study. 
Morgan (1901) did some work with this species incidental to his more 
thorough study of Melan<>plus ditferentialie Thom. He found that in W.ss-
issippi the eggs were deposited the first of November, and that hatching 
occurred the last of May. With this work the molts were found to be on 
an average of ten days apart . With the exception of this brief notice, 
no other mention of the biology of Schistocerca obscura was found in lit-
erature. 
Gable (1926} mentions an outbreak of Schistocerca obscura at 
Pleasanton, Texas, in which much damage to crops resulted. It is interest-
ing to note that a modified cattle dip was used as a control spray. Due 
to the hourly migrations of the swarms, they were easily sprayed at early 
IIX>rning while "roosting" in the near-by trees. 
Since the above represents the literature concerning this species 
other than systematic descriptions, references to particular phases ot the 
subject are discussed in the part of the thesis with which that particular 
topic is beins considered. 
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PART I 
'llIE BIOLOGY OF SCHISTOCERCA OBSCURA FABR. 
Introduction 
Part I of this thesis deals with the life history of Schistocerca 
obseura Fabr. A description ot the nymphs is included as well as notes 
on the biology of tae epeeiee under both greenhouse and field conditions. 
Schistocerca obscura represents one ·or the DX>re stable species ot 
the genus and is thereto e a valuable subject tor study since accurate 
determinations are posoible in the adult stage. A certain plastieit7 in 
form and color does oecur i:i the nymphal stages, however, and in such a 
manner as to suggest a possible relationship to those speci s exhibiting 
the phase pheno enon, which 1s discussed 1n the para.graphs immediately 
follo ing. As will be seen later, this species also shows definite char-
acteristics, both in the adult and nymphal stages, of typioal non-migrating 
grasshoppers. 
Uvarov (1928) has suggested that the terms "grasshopper" and "locust" 
be used as follows: all Acrididae, which at some time in their history, 
form swa and migrate, will be kn.own as "locusts". Those Acrididae 
which live in a. solitary condition and 4~ not swarm or migrate will be 
known as "grasshoppers''. In general, these tenn.s have not been strictly 
adhered to, although some attempt has been made by variou workers to 
distinguish between t he Acrididae in this manner. 
The periodic swarming and migration of locusts has long been a subject 
for much conjecture anl)ng people. Numerous attempts have been made to ex-
plain the mass outbreaks of these insects, which often swept across the 
country devouring every bit or vegetation in their paths. It was not until 
1921, when Uvarov (1921) first tentatively advanced his theory of the 
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phases of locusts, that any thing like a satisfactory explanation had been 
offered. This theory as at first looked on as being fantastic, but ex-
perimentation has substantiated UTarov•s ideas until today the theory ot 
the phases of locusts is generally looked on as being a tact. 
To quote Uvarov (1928), "The ma.in starting-point on the theory 
is that all gregarious Acrididae, or true locusts, belong to a 
polymorphic species, that is, such as are not constant in all their 
characters, but are capable or producing a series of forms, differ-
ing .from each other not only morphologically, but also biologically. 
This series is continuous, i.e., the extremes are connected by the 
intermediate ones, but these extreme forms are often so strikingly 
distinct that they have been taken for different species. These 
extreme forms I propose to call the phases of locusts, one ot them 
beina, by its habits a typical locust, while the other is an equally 
typical solitary grasshopper •••• The phases are therefore the 
temporary condition of a polymorphic species •••• 
The swarming phases generally speaking, is characterized by 
the following principal features: the eggs develop with a diapause; 
the hoppers are colored orange, or yellow, with well defined black 
markings, and are inclined to form bands and wander; the adults are 
constant in their morphological and color characters (the latter, 
however, undergoing changes in connection with sexual maturation), 
form dense swarms, and to not develop the sexual products without a 
migratory flight, owing to an im.aginal diapause. 
The solitary phase may be characterized as follows: the eggs 
can develop without a diapause; the hoppers are variable in color, 
and as a rule their color corresponds to that of their surroundings; 
they do not form bands and do not wander in masses; the adults are 
variable in their morphological and color characters (but do not 
change color in connection 1th the maturation or the genital pro-
ducts), do not form swar.ms, and develop sexually without a diapause or 
migratory flight ... 
Practically nothing has been don~, physiologically, to explain the 
cause of euch morphological and color changes as may occur in either the 
solitary or gregarious forms, although workers have been able to produce 
the changes experimentally by controlled temperature conditions (Hamilton 
1926), controlled carbon dioxide concentration (Husain 1936), and by 
cro ding the individuals (Uvarov and Hamilton 1936, Johnston 1932, Faure 
1932-33, Husain 1936, Plotnikov 1924, Rubtzov 1935). Since Schistoceroa 
obscura shows characters suggesting both a typical gregarious and a 
typical solitary species, and being closely related phylogenetically to 
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at least one species which is definitely proven to exist as a gregarious 
species, it is thought that it would prove valuable to ~ke a study or its 
habits and characteristics. As shown later, this species is remarkable in 
that, considering its variations typical of a solitary species, the varia-
tions do not coincide with Robtzov•s (1935) interpretation of the applica-
tion of Vavilov•s (1921) Law of Homologous Series in Variation to non-
swarming grasshoppers. Rather, the nymphal forms themselves strongly 
suggest a swarming condition. 
In thinking of Schistooerca obscure as a swarming species, we first 
see that it does occasionally form large swarms and migrate to some ex-
tent. References to this condition are very few in literature. Gable 
(1926) mentions such an outbreak near San Antonio, Texas. In this re-
port he states that Schistocerca obscura is closely related to a greg-
arious species in xico, but tails to give the name of the species. On 
October 16, 1938, the author investigated an outbreak near Gotebo, Okla-
homa, and found the species involved to be Schistocerca obscura. The 
insects were present in large .numbers along the edge of a wheat field. 
which was margined with a heavy growth of elm. The elm, as it is in this 
region, was located along the bank of a stream bed. Females were ovi-
positing around the bases of the small elm scrubs, and both males and fe-
DE.les showed strong flight tendencies. Small groups would leave the 
ground, partially circle the field, and set off in a definite direction 
and eventually pass out of sight. Most of the individuals, however, re-
mained within a comparatively short distance of the flushing place. 
Probably the most direct evidence in favor of a gregarious condition 
is in the coloration of the nymphs. As described later, two distinct 
types exist. A dark type which is constant in its characteristics, and 
a green type which shows much variation. This condition is one on which 
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moat emphasis has been placed by workers in determining the phases. 
The large difference in size, between the sexes, further indicates 
that the species is present in this region as a solitary phase of a greg-
arious species. It this is so, one would expect some variation toward a 
swarming phase at some place in its distribution. 
That the percentage of nymphs of ~chistocerca obscura showing the 
dark phase fluctuates from to year and rom one locality to unother is 
shown by comparing the work of · •organ (1901) with the present work. Morgan 
states th· t fully one half of the nymphs bred at Bolivar, ssisaippi, 
showed the dark coloration. ith my work at Stillwater, Oklaho.{lla, in 
1938, less than one per cent of the numphs were of the dark color. Morgan 
fails to say under what co ditions his rearing was done. 
Uvarov (1928} states that the ~resence of colored stripes in the eyes 
of the numphs 1s an indication of the gregarious condition. Later work 
(Uchida 1934} has shown tha t this characteristic is not poculiar to the 
greg rious nymphs alone, but that it IiJfiY occur in those species existing 
only a:s typical solitary species. These stripes are p.resent in the eyes 
of Schistocerca obscura nymphs, but occur more clearly in the eyes of 
the darK colored forms. 
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History ~Synono.my 
The genus Schistoeeroa belongs to the Acridii, the typical group of 
the sub-family Cyrtaeanthacrinae. In this genus the rastigium is detlexed 
and passes insensibly into the frontal costa, lateral carina are wanting 
on the pronotum, the mesosternal lobes are longer t han broad and usually 
produced and strongly aeutangulate posteriorly on the inner sides. the 
hind tibiae have smooth sides with numerous spines on the outer margin 
and the second tarsal joint is only half as long as the first. 
There are two genera in the group, Acridium and Schistocerca, which 
were separated by Stal: in 1873, because or the broader anal cerei and 
apical fiasate subgenital plate of the .mnles ot Schistocerca. 
Sehistocerca obseura, or the greater obscure locust, as it is known 
in literature, was first described by Fabricius in 1798, as Gryllus 
obscurus. The description of Fabricius is as follows: 
obacurua 
33-4.G.Obscurus linea dorsali f'lava. 
Habitat in America boreali Dom.v.Rohr. 
Statura et magnitudo G. neruobi. Caput obscurum antennis 
terrusineis punctaque verticalli tlava, postice spinis 
tlavis apiea nigris. 
Burmeister, ill 1838, renamed the species Acridium obscurum. In 1839 
Serville described and named the species as new under the name of Criquet 
Olivatre (Acridium olivaceum). 
In 1899, Scudder revised the genus and included the previously un-
recognized North .American forms. Kirby has followed this work with his 
Synoptic Catalog of the Orthoptera, in ihich he has failed to recognize 
the synonyms as established by Scudder. 
Blatchley in 1920 brought together the descriptions and the keys to 
the members of the North .American species as they were recognized at that 
t i me. Since then the findings of Uvarov (1921), Faure (1932-33), and 
others have suggested that a revision of the genus is highly desirable. 
Hebard (unpublished) says, "Nowhere in the present litera-
ture have the3e insects baen satisfactorily discussed •••• In the 





The genus Schistocerca is peculiar in its geographic distribution in 
that it is typically a new world group. With tl1e exception of one species, 
(Schistocerca gregaria Forsk. and its phases), the genus is represented 
only in the Americas and adjacent islands, {Fig. l). Scudder {1893) states 
that the home of the genus is in Mexico and Central America, from which 
various species have gradually moved into southern and northern areas. 
Scudder lists Mexico as having 23 species, North America north or Mexico 
as having 11, South America as having 20, and the West Indies as having 6 
species of the genus. Kirby (1910} recognizes 73 species, a number or 
which are known synonyms. The recent additions of Bruner (1900), Rehn 
and Hebard (1938), and Hubbell and Walker {1938) do increase the total 
number of species, but it is thought that a thorough revision would elim-
inate many of the earlier descriptions. 
Schistocerca obscura has a wide range of distribution, (Table l). 
According to Blatchley (1920) it extends from Baltimore. Maryland, on the 1 
Atlantic Coast southward into Texas_ and Mexi co, and as .rar north as I we 
and Nebraska. Scudder (1899) extends this somewhat by giving record from 
southeastern Colorado, .• Jew :Mexico, Mexico, and Central America. From the 
author's records, baaed on correspondence and actual specimens, the species 
may .be expected to be collected :from. as tar north as Maryland and as tar 
west 'as the Rocky Montains . Southward, there are records through allot 
the area to the tip of :r.torida and southern Mexico . All of the actual 
collection record is brought together and presented in Table 1. A map 
showing the area known to be inhabited by Schistocerca obscura is presented 
as Figure 2. 
The earliest record in the literature concerning Schistocerca obscura 
in Oklahoma is that of Caudell in 1902. ~rse {1907) ment ions talcing the 
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species again five years later, from near Caddo. In 1927 Hubbell and 
Ortenburger ain give this record in their list of the species of Orthop-
tera tor the state. The latest reference to Schistocerca obscura is that 
of Hebard (1938), in which he lists records from Tulsa, Okmulgee , and 
leatherford . 
Although the species has not been taken from all the counties in 
Oklahoma, it ma.y be expected to inhabit the entire state, in vie\ of its 
wide distribution. The available records are widely distributed and serve 
as a good indication of its presence througho~t the state 1th the ex-
ception of the northeast corner, and here a record from ssouri leads us 
to assume that it may be taken there. The map (Fig . 3) shows the area 
from which the species has been taken, and Table 2 gives t he dates during 
which collections have been made . 
Southwestern Oklahoma seems to ofter more toward an optimum envi-ron-
ment for the species in so far as Oklahoma is concerned. The largest 
population encountered during the course of the work was in Kio a County , 
where considerable damage to wheat was done in October , 1938. 
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Table 1. Distribution Records ot Schistoceroa Obscura. 
Country- State Locality Date Source 
United States .Arkansas laahington Co. 8-15-38 Author's collection 
United States Colorado Pueblo 7-30-31 Scudder (1899) 
United States Colorado Manitou Scudder ( 1899) 
United States Florida Biscayne Bay Scudder (1899) 
United States Florida Green Cove Springs Scudder (1899) 
United States Florida Cedar '1Ceys Sept. 20 Scudder (1899) 
United States Georgia !.brris Island Scudder (1899) 
United States Iowa Scudder (1899) 
United States Mississippi 8-1915 Author's collection 
United States Mississippi 10-1915 Author's collection 
United States Mississippi Cat Island 9-8-20 Author's collection 
United States ssissippi Starkville ' 9-21-14 Author's collection 
United States Nebraska Scutider ( 1899) 
United States North Car. Wilmington 8-20-28 Author's collection 
United Stat es North Car. Raleigh 10-9-28 Author's collection 
United States North Car. Raleigh 10-17-29 Author's collection 
United States North Car. Car. Beach 8-14-32 Author 's collection 
United States North Car. Dingo Blu:tr 11-1915 uthor•s collection 
United States New Mexico Tularosa Scudder (1899) 
United States New Mexico Dona Ana Co. Aug. 25 Scudder (1899) 
United States South Car. Scudder (1899) 
United States Texall Dallas Scudder (1899) 
United States Texas Basque Co. Scu.dder (1899) 
Unit d States Texas Eagle Pass Scudder {1899) 
United States Texas Corrizo Springs Aug. 25 Scudder {1899) 
Mexico Coahuila Matamoras Scudder (1899) 
Mexico Sonora Scudder (1899) 
Mexico Tepic Scudder (1899) 
Mexico Vera Cruz Scudder (1899) 
Mexico Durango Scudder (1899) 
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Table 2. Collection Records of Schistocerca Obscura for Oklahoma. 
Location Date Collector Source Notes 
Caddo 1907 Morse Morse (1907) 
Tulsa 7-22-3'! Standish and Kaiser Okla. A. & M. 
Oklll.llgee 7-18-37 Standish and Kaiser Okla. A. & M. 
Custer Co. 8-18-37 Standish and Kaiser Okla. A. & M.. 
Hugo 7-10-37 L. G. Duck Collection 1st-3rd Instar 
Alva 7-10-38 Marie Duck Collection 3-5 Instars Adults 
Idabel 7-10-38 L. G. Duck Collection 1st-3rd Instar 
Weleetka 7-11-38 L. G. Duck Collection 
Hughes Co. 7-11-38 L. G. Duck Collection 
Commanche '7-10-38 Oswalt Collection Adults 
Stillwater 7-29-38 L. G. Duck Collection Adults 
Lincoln Co. 9-4-38 L. G. Duck Collection Adults 
Kiowa Co. 10-16-38 L. Q. Duck Collection Ovipositing 
Woodward Co. 11-2-38 L. G. Duck Collection 
Noble Co. 7-8-32 L. G. Duck A. & M. Record Adults 
Kay Co. 7-11-31 L. G. Duck A. & M. Record Adults 
Osage Co. 6-21-31 L. G. Duck A. & M. Record Adults 
Harper Co. 8-20-31 L. G. Duck A. &. M. Record Adults 
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Biology ~ ~ History 
Pairing ~ Copulation. Very little mention is made in literature 
concerning the actual activities of grasshoppers as related to pairing and 
copulation. With Schistoeorea obscura there seems to be a definite period 
which might be terned the pairing period. By this, it is meant there 
appears to be a time at which the individuals are susceptible to sexual 
stimulation but not to the extent ot actual copulation. 
With this species, the males seem to be susceptible to sexual stimu-
lation at a much earlier time after the last molt than do the females. 
That this may have a very important function in the biology of the species 
wil be seen 1n the discussion of oviposition. Several times males were 
seen attampting to copulato within a short time after the last ioolt. This 
\1as noticed to be particularly true when freshly molted males nnd females 
,,,ere placed in the same cages. In accord with the work or Pospelov (1934), 
it is thought thnt :females, under cag.ed conditions, reached sexual maturity 
sooner than did those females living under natural conditions, where 
crowding did not occur. With the caged feuales, reared under laboratory 
conditions, the average length of time from the date of the last molt to 
the first copulation , as 18 days, ( Table 3) • 
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Under laboratory conditions, Ir.ales showing a tendency to mate first 
indicate such by going through stridula.tory actions. No sound is audible 
to the human ear, o what effect, if any, this action has on the females 
is unknown. It has often been suggested that the stridulatory action 
serves as an attraction to the female, but in no case has this been shown 
to be true. Very often, within a cage, while a air were in copula, sev-
eral males rould group themselves around the air and go through the 
stridulatory motions, which consisted of periods of spasmodic twitching 
of the hind legs, alternate with a slow lowering and raising ot the hind 
legs. Sometimes the entire body was seen to twitch 1n the sa~ manner as 
the legs. This motion was also observed in the males while in copula, and 
in very rare cases, in the females while copulating or while near a cop-
ulating pair. 
Very often males fight over a particular female, but these fights are 
never ot long duration nor of serious consequenoe . The females, however, 
frequently attempt to dislodge the males :trom their backs after copulation 
has begun, by scratching with their hind legs. 
Due to the great difference in size between the sexes, the males often 
experience great difficulty in adjusting themselves to the females. In 
at least one case under observation, this size difference seemed responsible 
for the failure of the process. Blatchley (1920) gives the aTerage size 
of the adults as follows: females 50-60 and the males 34-40 m.m. in length. 
The actual copula tion is much like that described by other authors, 
(Uve.rov 1928, and Snodgrass 1935}, ~d which may be SUI1ll11EU'1zed as follows: 
The male places himself well forward on tlle back of the female. With his 
forelegs he clasps the pronotum of the female, the claws holding at the 
notch in the anterior ruur~in of the prothorax between the pronotum and the 
small exposed part of the episternum; the middle legs clasp the middle of 
·the fem.ale's body; the hind legs are held in various positions and seem to 
play very little part in the act of copulation. The .male lowers his ab-
domen along the side of the female abdomen, with the genitalia being much 
depressed and with the phallic organs exerted, the dorsal lobe of the 
e.edeagus being turned upward and forward. In order to expose the s:perm-
athacf~l aperture of the :female, which :receives the end oi' the m.ale organ 
in copulation, the male depresses the subgeni tal plate of the female ,:Iii th 
the hooks of' the pseudosternite. The penis is then introduced between and 
beneath the ventral valves of the ovipositor and is inserted into the 
sper.mathecal canal. 
Oviposition. Oviposition under natural conditions near Stillwater 
occurred in somewhat restricted situations. {Plate 1, Figs. 1 and 2). 
These areus where oviposition takes place represent a distinct type require-
ment in the environment of the species. 'This idea is substantiated by the 
fact that at late fall and early summer the insects congregate here in 
swarms, composed of sravid females and males. The typical habitat for 
oviposition consists usually of a creek bordered by elm trees or low, 
scrubby elm growth, v,d. th a sandy soil and an enclosed field of small gra.in 
or cotton. The eggs, as a rule, were found to be deposited in the soil 
arou:nd the bases of the elm scrubs, especially where they were on the slope 
of the creek bank. Morgan (1901) states that the egg pods of Schistooerea 
obscure_ are usually associated with those of MelanoElus diffe1•entialis 
Thom., although oviposition takes :place much later in the season with 
Sohistoceroa obscura than with Melanoplus diff'erentia.lis. There is no 
difficulty in distinguishing between the pods of' the two species, since 
the eggs of Schis·tocerca obscura are much larger and o:f a brick red color. 
Observations were ma.de on feL'llles ovipositing in special cages in the 
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laboratory and greenhouse. The te~eratures for this period are given. in 
Fig. •1. Cages first used were 12 inches square, and contained 3 inches of 
mnist sand. These were lat,9r changed by adding up to from 5 to 6 inches 
of sand. Oviposition for the regular life history study was .m.ade in the 
pot type of cage;. (Plate II, J?ig. 1 and 2}. 
Time did not permit for a physiological study of oviposition, but in 
ge'l'!er2.l this species see.BS to bear out the observations made by Pospelov 
(1934) 011 the migratory locust in Russia.. In this work Pospelov found that 
the fetn/;l.les did not develop eggs in the ovaries unless copulation first 
took place. Ile states that fertilization is in itself a factor which per-
mits the ma.turBtion of the eggs in the ovaries. 
In :following out Slifer 1 s (1936) plan fo:r securing eggs fror.1 un-
fertilized females, the author isolated five female adult Schistocerca 
obscuru which had freshly molted. These were kept caged without males 
for a period ot approxinately two months. at which tiue dissections :Jhowed 
thnt three of the individuals hed not developed eggs in their ovaries. 
The remaining onoc showed no external signs of' egc development. One of 
the females wo.s then placed with a me.le to replaco o female thot had died. 
Copulution imraotl:i..ately t;ook plhce, and eventually one egg pod was secured. 
On the death of this fem':l.le about tan days after oviposi tion of' the first 
egg pod, o.issection showed another batch of eggs well devoloped. These 
results are nu.ch the same as those secured by Pospelov (193,1) in his vmrk. 
Act;ual oviposi t ion 1,ms observed. i:'1 two cases in the laboratory, with 
the aid of specially pre1Jared ovi:position jars. Glass jars were filled 
with sond, the surfoco of Tvhich was covered with cardboard, td th the ex-
ception of a narrov" margin around the edge. A female, oviposi ting, could 
easily be observed through the side of the gl2.ss jar. A fenrue ready to 
oviposit becomes restless and may dig se-veral holes before the eggs are 
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finally deposited in a suitable place. The time required for ovi:position 
averae:;es about 30. minutes. The botto.m of the egg mass roo.y b-e inserted to 
a depth of ten centtmoters in the soil aud capped with a mass ot troth 
1.vhich extends to just belff,;,; the surface of the ground. There is no egg 
pod proper in this spe<~ies, but due to tho fact that tha eggs are glued 
together ,vi th the r11.ucilnginous secretion of the female, particles of soil 
adhere to the outer surfaces, forming a somewhat stable covering f'or the 
oggs. 
The ovipositing process differs little from that described for other 
species, except for some minor details. The fomflle first penetrates the 
soil 1vi th ·the tip of ber ovipositor, the valves being closed, and by 
alternately opening and closlng the valves a hole is formed. Often she 
TI3y enlare;e the hole by twisting the abdonen around. In no case was a 
female obser7ed standing against the side of the cage as described by 
Dalls.rd (1931) for the desert locust. In cages where the sand, ,11us of suf-
fictent de:pth, the egg rrass was deposited almost perpindimuar to the 
surfnce of the ground. In cages containtng less sand, the pod was bent on 
itself' at a place depend:l.ng on the an.ount of' sa:nct. Only one egg i1'> re-
leased at a time) and wHh eech passage a release of the mucilaginous 
secretion of the female followed~ until when the process was corapleted the 
entire mass waii bathed in the fluid. When the last egg is released, the 
;rest of the hole is filled with the frothy material which later dries. A 
ferrinl.e having finished ovipoai tion nay be recognized. for som.s time due to 
tho :frothy naterial covering the tip of the abdomen. 
A femele containing around 120 eggs may oviposit a:pproximatBly one 
half of them at one time and a few days later depostt the rem£1ining eggs. 
Occasionally a fer.rele will deposit all the n:ature eggs she contains in one 
mn.as, and some fe:"Jale,s show records for three and four egg masses. 
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Tv10 :feim.les ovi,posi ted early, within a few days after the last mol 'te 
These eggs were laid on the surface of the ground in irregular masses and 
covered with the frothy secretion. None of them developed embryos. 
The average number of eggs per female in this study was found to be 
75.4 for the first pod, 42 for the second, and 31 for the third pod. In 
some eases the fourth pod was secured, but counts are not available fer 
these. It is thought, however, that a female is capable of producing a.round 
200 eggs under favorable conditions. 
At various times, females collected from the field were dissected to 
determine the number of eggs to be :round matured at any time in ovaries. 
Over this period, extending from July 25 until October 16, 1938, 13 females 
were examined. It is not known whether these females had previously ovi-
positsd or not, but it may be assumed that in most cases they had. The 
following table gives the results of this study. 
Table 4. Number of Eggs Found in Ovaries of Schistocerca 
obscura Females Collected from the Field. 
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It is difficult to say at what time such activities as oviposition, 
hatching. and copulation occur in the ti~ld under natural conditions, 
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since these are so clos9ly controlled by various climatic fa.cto:rs, and so 
vary from year to year. This is shorm. by the faet that eggs deposited in 
Sa:ptamber and kept at room ·te,1:perature hatched a.s early as the J.ast of 
December. Other eggs from the same pods but stored at soil temperatures 
did not hatch until the last of April and the first of l\&3.y. The earliest 
record in my notes of an adult specimen being taken is for July 6, 1938, 
fron Woods County. Nymphs of the fifth insta.r were abundant at that time. 
T:he pre-oviposi tion, or the period. from the last molt until the time 
of oviposition, has been. determined in this work to be 44.l days. {Table 
5). This average 1.vas taken from ovi:posi tions of fems.lea reared in the 
greenhouse at the temperatures given in Fig. 4. This average approximates 
that given by Ballard (1932) tor the desert locust of the solitary phase 
in Egypt. The inter-oviposition :periods are given for the time between 
the first and second, and second and third successive pods. (Tables 6 and 
7). The limited number of cases makes the latter records of much less 
value. 
Table 5. Pre-oviposition Period for Schistocerca obscura at 
Stillwater, Oklahoma. 1938. 
Duration of pre-
Cage No. Date of Date of First oviposition Period 
Last I(olt EgG ?od {Days) 
S3 July 24 Sept. l 40 
S6 July 23 Sept. 3 43 
S8 J'uly 19 Sept. 7 51 
S9 July 23 Sept. 11 51 
S2 July 24 Sept. 6 45 
Sl Aug. 9 Sept. 1 32 
$7 July 23 Sept. l 41 
SlO July 19 Sept. 5 49 
Sl3 July 22 Sept. 13 54 
S15 July 21 Sept. 1 43 
$24 J"uly 28 Sept. 5 40 
S25 July 28 Sept. 5 40 
Average no. of days 44.l 
Table 6. First Inter-oviposition Period for Schistocerca 
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Table 7. Second Inter-oviposition period for Schistocerca 
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Hatching. The eggs of this species, being laid in late summer and 
fall, normally remain inactive over the winter .m>nths and hatch in the 
spring. With some species or insects this overwintering at low tempera-
tures seems to be a necessary factor in starting the development of the 
embryo. In the case of Schistocerca obscura there is no evidence to 
prove that this is so. Rather. there is much to indicate that the 
development ot the embryo may be continuous if a sufficiently high 
te~erature is maintained. F.gg pods deposited in September were broken 
and the halves were stored at both room and soil temperatures. The eggs 
stored at room temperature started hatching in December and continued to 
do so up until the last of February. On examination, the eggs at soil 
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temperature showed very little development on April 6, 1939. These eggs, 
however, started hatching in May. It is interesting to note, however, 
that much difference exists in the total percentage of eggs hatched, e.nd 
between the zr.raterial at the two different locations. Tables 8, 9, 10, and 
11 show the relationships between the activities under the two temperature 
conditions. The daily record of hatching for each pod is shown in Table 
12. 
Table 8. Incubation Period for Eggs of Schistooeroa obscura 
at Soil Temperature. Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1938-39. 
Date of 























Sept. l• 1938 
Sept, 5, 1938 
Sept. 6~ 1938 
Sept'! 7, 1938 
Sept~ 5i 1938 
Sept, 7, 1958 
Sept. l, 1938 
Sept~ l• 1938 
· Sept, 7 ~ 1938 
Sept. 1~ 19:SS 
Sept~ 3,. 1938 
Average 
Date ot 
First Hat ch 
May 30, 1939 
May 31, 1959 
May 25, 1939 
May. 25, 1939 
May 30• 1939 
May 4~ 1939 
May 3, 1939 
lune 2, 1939 
May 27~ 1939 
















Table 9. Incubation Period of Schistocerca obscura tor Eggs 
Stored at Room Temperature. Stillwater, Oklahoma, 1938-39. 
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Jan. 8, 1939 
J'an. 7, 1939 
Jan. 11,1939 
Jan. a, 1939 
Dec. 10,1938 
Dec. 5, 1938 
Dec. 15,1938 
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Dec. 7 1 1938 




























































Table 11. Average Hatch for Schistocerca obscura Eggs Stored 
at Room Temperatures, Stillwater, Oklahoma. 1938-39. 
Number Number of Percentage of 
Cage No. of Eggs Hatched Eggs Eggs Hatched 
S3 25 3 12.00 
S24 17 3 17. 64 
S2 18 4 22.22 
S8 22 2 9.09 
S25 21 4 19.04 
Sl0 29 3 10.34 
Sl 14 l 7.10 
S15 31 l 3.20 
S6-l 23 2 8.69 
S7 21 l 4.76 
S6-2 22 l 4.54 
Total Average 10.87 
In order that the hatching process might be easily observed, a num-
ber or eggs were placed on moist sand in a tin container and allowed to 
stand in the sunlight until hatching activity was seen to have begun. 
Time records were kept in a few cases, but it soon became evident that 
temperature (within a constant humidity condition) was an important 
factor in regulating the speed or activity. In general, those individuals 
hatching after four o'clock in the afternoon remained in the intermediate 
stage until around eight o'clock the next morning. It was noticed, too, 
that removing the tin containers from the direct sunlight to the shade in 
mid-day was sufficient to decrease the speed of activity considerably. 
The average hatching time was 16 minutes, as observed from ten cases 
at mid-day. For these _same records the average length of the intermediate 
stage was 5 minutes. The time ot hatching was considered to be from the 
first evidence ot a rupture of' the egg until the embryo was tree. The 
intermediate stage or period of' time for shedding the intermediate skin 
was considered as being the same, since the normal indiTidual commences 
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this sctivity immed:i.atr2ly tifter leaving the egg. 
0.11 f'reeing itself from the egc, the embryo makes use of the I,>ulsatile 
organ l ce:rvicle ar:r)Ule,} v;h.ich is pl~1i!uy evident at this time, being located 
just back o'J: the head. By r,l ternate cont1>a.ctions and e:x;_oansions of this 
organ the egg shell i :1 burst a.u:1 the nym,-ph l};]';il{:es its ?my frora the egg in a 
worm-like manner. According to Uvarov (1928) the movement to the surface 
of the ground is acconplished in much the sam,.3 ·way. The movements of the 
cervicle arnpula i'orce the soil particles to one side, and on contraction 
the young grasshopper moves upward through the space left b!r the displaced 
soil particles. 
On reaching the surface, the young nymphs present an appearance of 
helplesrm~ss I since their movements a.re greatly hampered by the enveloping 
membrane. The movement is entirely by wo:rm-lils:e contre.ctions and expansions 
of the body. In our observation ell the nymphs 211JV'ed while on their bac:ts, 
reminding one much of the locomotion activity of sone of tlle Seara bid 
Irnnediately on reaching the surface, the ny~ph. begins the process of 
shedding the inter-mediate nyn1)hal skin. That this skin is truly a nymph.al 
skin and not the arn.nion or an embryonic :membrane is clearly sho•1:n by 
Carothers (1938}. Tb.e cerviclo ampula seems to play the sn.me :part in this 
activit~r as in hatching and in the passage to the surface of the ground. 
B1 the al tern.cJ. to e::rpnnsions and con.tractions the skin is ruptured and the 
nymph e:roerges as the first 1nstar. 
TJvarov {1928) states that light is a necessary factor in the inter-
mediate molt and. that the young g-rasshoppers will .not hatch, move to the 
su:rf2ce, or rnol t in the absence of light. 11a th this species it was found 
that the young woula. hatch, move to the surface of the ground and complete 
the intermediate stage in entire absence of light. In some cases, oonsid-
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erable develo:rm11:i.nt tmvnrd the second instar was accomplished before death 
occurred.. This indicated that starvation wa.s responsible for the death of 
the hoppers rather than the absence of light. In this experiment, the eggs 
at the time of oviposi tion were confined to tin boxes with tight fitting 
lids. The boxes were not opened until after the insects had reached the 
various stages of development as stated above. Twenty-five young were 
hatched in this .manner, of virhieh 22 completed the intermediate r..101 t. 
Table 12. Daily Hatching Record for Schistocerca Obscura Eggs Stored 
at Soil Temperature. Stillwater, Oklahoma. 1939. 
Date Box Number Daily 
Totals 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 




l l 3 4 
2 5 5 
3 3 5 8 

















21 1 l 2 
22 1 1 
23 31 31 
24 10 10 
25 3 10 13 
26 1 11 12 
27 4 12 20 l 37 
28 5 5 16 26 
29 5 11 16 
30 2 2 l 5 10 
31 5 4 2 11 
1 l 4 l 6 
2 4 2 
3 21 l 2 24 
4 5 2 7 
C> 5 4 l 4 9 ~ 
t=! 6 6 l 5 12 
7 
8 10 10 
9 l l 
10 2 2 




With the exception of some specific experiments 1n food-plant pref-
erence, the principal food used in the rearing c~ges was American elm. 
Ash and other common plants were used, but it soon became evident that 
Schiatocerca obscura had some decided preferences concernillg food plants. 
It was then planned to study these plants on a basis of preference and 
availability. 
Since the experiment was carried out 1n the greenhouse, where the 
rate of evaporation was very high, it seems likely that the food consumption 
was not normal. Some later reari ng was done under conditions of extreme 
dryness, and it was noticed that the more succulent food was more readily 
taken than some of the foods of higher rating under greenhouse conditions 
where the humidity was kept fairly high by wetting down the soil around 
the cages. 
Four ditrerent species of plants, at a time, were placed in a cage 
containing, usually, tive individuals ot each sex of Schistocerca obscura 
adults. These plants were left in the cage during the entire day, to be 
replaced in the mrning with a new series of' tour more plants. At the end 
of a day each plant was rated on a basis of from 1 to 4 for preference. The 
4 indicated the most desirable plant tor food. When the entire group of 
22 plants was run, the like numbers were re-run and the experiment repeated. 
This resultea in some of the plants being shifted to what seemed to be 
their JJX>re natural rating. For example, if cotton, elm, ash, persimlll)n, 
and wheat were given a rating of 4 on different days, they were all col-
lected and ottered to the insects at the same time. This usually resulted 
in some of the plants being shifted to a different rating. 
The availability of the food was determined in a purely arbitrary 
manner. By talcing the habits of the habits of the grasshoppers into consid-
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eration, the plant3 were rated on a basis ot amount ot leafage, number ot 
plants, and extent ot the areas having the particular plant growth. In the 
areas having the largest populations of Schistoceroa obscure., it is notice-
able that elm is a dominant plant. In the principal area studied, elm 
f'urnisned an excessive a.mount ot leafage, a large number of plants were 
av 1lable, and the low shrubs made it possible for the young nymphs to teed 
exclusively on this plant. This same condition is true in regard to the 
native grasses, but in no case were t.he nymphs or adults observed to reed 
on them. The availability ratings or the tro species of plants is the same, 
but much difference exists in the preference. With the cotton, the degree 
of preference seems to be as high as with elm, but the cotton is nowhere 
as abundant as elm as a f'ood plant. The ditterence here is one of avail-
ability and not preference. The food preference and availability relation-
ships are given in Table 13. 
Some interesting facts were brought to light in this experiment. For 
instance, with corn it seems that the degree of maturity of the corn deter-
mines whether it will be eaten or not. The insects readily ate the mature 
and almost mature corn, but would not eat the young eorn, even under 
starvation conditions. Castor-bean, a plant of supposedly poisonous nature, 
was tried, and the grasshoppers took it readily, even in the presence of 
some other of the foods . Those eating this pl ant epparently suffered no 
ill resul ta • 
In the field, a more or leas seasonal cycle of food plant preference 
was noticed. This eyele, as des cribed below, represents the feeding habits 
a.s taking place in a typical habitat of the species . The places supporting 
the larger Schistocerca obscura. populations ere of this nature. 
The nymphs hatching in the spring feed on the leaves of the low scrubby 
elm growth until reaching maturity . This type of habitat produces much 
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more t han just food, as readily observed when one is trying to collect 
specimens of the nymphs. The young gra shoppers closely resemble the elm 
leaves in color and in the course texture. Jhen disturbed , they usually 
drop through the letives and are lost from sight. 
On reaching the adult stage ·the individuals nove to other foods, 
although. elm still occupies an ing>ortant place in t heir environment. 
In localities ,mere corn and cotton fields ere bordered with elm 
growth, it was found that the adults first moved to the corn to feed, it 
having almol-it rvnohed maturity by this time. Late·r, when the corn is fully 
matu:re nnd commencing to dry out, the grasshoppers move to the cott on, where 
they may do considerable damage by feeding on the leaves. Always, however, 
there io almost constant movement between corn, cotton. and the elm trees. 
A somewhat similar cycle occurs during the day. The grasshoppers, in 
the main, spend the night "roosting" in the larger elm trees along the 
sides ot the fields and 1n the tall corn. Early in the morning there is a 
movement from the teller plants to the cotton, where feeding occurs, and 
then in the bot part of the day the insects r eturn to the corn and elm 
again. Some reeding takes place i~ the evening before the grasshoppers 
return to the elm tor the night. 
In the late tall young wheat may suffer, it the 'field 10 so situated 
as to be near a locality suitable for oviposition. Since this species 
congregates at these places late in the tall tor oviposition, the damage to 
wheat may sometimes be of considerable extent. 
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Table 13. Food Plant Study of Schistocerca Obscura. 
Relative Avail-
Comm:>n Name Latin Name ~m111 Preference ability 
Altal:f'a Medicaga sativa Leguminosae 2 2 
Amer! can elm Ulmus a.meri can.ua Urticaceae 4 4 
Apple Prrus malus Rosacea.e 2 2 
Ash Fraxinus spp. Oleaceae l 3 
Black Jack oak Q;uercus mariland i ca l'agaceae 2 3 
Black locust Robinia pseudoacacia Leguminosae l 3 
mack walnut Juglans nigra J'uglandaceae 0 2 
Corn (mature) Zea mays Gramineae 3 3 
Corn (young) Zea mays Gramineae 0 3 
Cotton Gossypium Malvaceae 4 3 
Cotton wood Populus deltoides Salicaceae 0 3 
Hackberry Celtis occidentalis Urt1caceae 2 3 
Llllberry M:>rus spp. Urticaceae 0 1 
Peach Prunus persice. Rosacea.e 1 l 
Pecan Carya illinoensis Juglandacea.e 0 3 
PersimDK>n Diospyros virgi~iana Eoenacea.e 3 3 
Red bud Cercis canadensis Leguminosae 1 2 
Soy bean Saja max Leguminosae 0 3 
Sumac Rb.us spp. Anacardiaceae 2 3 
Virginia creeper Parthenooisaus Vitaceae 2 l 
quinqui :t'ol1a 
Wheat Triticum Ttllgarum Graminaceae 3 4 





The egg when deposited has an elongate-cylindriea.l neck, slightly 
narrower than the filled portion. '!'he entire length averages 4? rum. The 
eggs aro arranged with much leGs order than is the ease ~~th most of the 
other local species. 
The egg when freshly deposited is elongate-cylindrieru., slightly bent 
in the middle and ta.paring toward the ends. '!he posterior cap is broadly 
rounded at the end and the ring is not plainly evident. The surface of 
the chorion is sculptured with a definite pattern of slightly raised lines. 
The color is brick-red,. but this becomes darker with age. 
!he freshly deposited eggs, on drying, are so tightly bound together 
with the secretion of the female that they may be separated only by tear-
ing the chorion. Later, however, when the time of hatching approaches, 
they shatter out so that it is with difficul.ty that an entire pod ma.y be 
collected. 
It is interesting to note that, as the time of hatching approaches, 
the froth extending to the surface deteriorates and leaves s. partially 
open passage through the soil from the top of the egg nass. Considering 
the depth to which the eggs are deposited and the hardness o.f' the soil in 
some :places, this I!lUSt be of great importance to the nymph. on emergence 
tror.i the egg to the surface of the ground. 
The eggs average 6.37 mm. in length at the time of oviposition.. As 
the embryo matures the egg enl6rges, and at the time of hatchine reaches 
the average size or 6.?8 mm. 
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~ Intermediate Nymphal Stage 
On reaching the surface of the ground after hatching, the nymph pre-
sents a worm-like appearance. The body is enclosed in a transparent, 
membranous sac which has extended pouches tor the appendages. The head is 
bent downward and with the antennae lying close to the frontal region. The 
mouth parts hang continuous With their attachment• with the craniUJJ, not 
being bent inward as in the later stages. The cervicle ampula is evident 
\ 
as a dorsal swelling just posterior to the cranial capsule. The two wing-
bearing segments are to be distinguished by their lower posterior margins 
being rounded and slightly expanded. The genital appendages are but little 
developed, tst.t eerci appearing as conical lateral extensions ot the segment, 
and in the male specimens the ninth abdominal segment is slightly notched 
on the posterior margin of its sternite. The following are the average 
measurements ot this stage: 
~ First Stage Nymph 
Total Length-------------- 8.0 mm. 
Length of Rind Fe.Dill"------ 2.6 mm. 
Depth of Head------------- 2.0 mm. 
Length of Antennae-------- 1.5 mm. 
Number ot Antennal 
Segments-------- ll-13 
The cuticle of the a ctive young is green and rugose, closely resembling 
the elm leaves on hi oh they are usually to be found. Smll black dots 
ringed with white are regularly distributed over the body and are par-
ticularly numerous on the legs and dorsal region. This speckled appearance 
adds to their resemblance to the surtace ot the leaves. BEAD: At the 
beginning ot the first instar the head is large in proportion to the rest 
of the body, but the abdomen begins to increase in Size appreeiably. Th• 
head is rounded above, moderately oblique in tront with the ver tex ,ide,. 
shallow, and broadly diamond shaped. THORAX: The continuity of the median 
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keel on the well developed pronotUIJl is interrupted by two transverse furrows 
back or the middle. The posterior mrgin is slightly incised in the middle 
line and 1a wider than the anterior margin. GEIUTAL APPENDAGES: ith the 
re.male of the first instar, the genital plates or both genital segments 
show much differentiation. The ninth sternite is much narrower than the 
eighth. Rudiments of the first valvulae appear as a pair of flattened 
lobes at the termination of the eighth sternite. No sign ot the second 
valTUlae are visible at this stage. The third valTUlae have already formed 
conical processes, arising f'rom the posterior po.rt of the ninth sternite. 
The ma.le genitalia is recognized by the expanded sub-genital plate with 
its notched posterior margin and somewhat flattened oerc1. The following 
are the measurements of this stage: 
Total Length------------------- 6.5 mn. 
Length of Hind .FeIIlll'----------- 5.2 min. 
Length of Pronotum------------ 1. 5 mm. 
Depth of Head------------------ 3.0 mm • . 
Length or Antennae------------- 2 . 5 mm. 
Number ct .f..ntetLnal Segm~nts---- 13 
!h!,Second Stage Nymph 
This stage is very similar to the previous stage in general appear-
ance. COLOR: General color green, frequently suf:f'Used, especially on 
the dorsal area or the abdomen, with brown shades. Eyes are yellowish 
bravn with a dark brown apical spot or blotch. The head and prothorax 
are colored with a net-like pattern, with the meshes on the latter eon• 
taining a central dark spot. Meso- and metanot':llll and abdomen are rather 
closely ~arked above with light and dark spots, the posterior portion of 
each abdominal segment widely ringed with an unspotted area. The hind 
legs have a median and rcarginaJ. . row of black spots. The ventral surtaoe 
of the body is a dull greenish white. In some specimens a dorsal median 
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f'.--- ,•·. 
dark linEJ is p:reseu.t, extending f;rmn the a.nterio:r part.,~+1i:;t.ll<? .;pronotmlf. 'f;o".:_;}~J 
,8.\J!J\.il-0·1.\M,- ~···-· • · . 
.....- - - ~- ) -.. ; 
the genital segments. HEl'.\.D: 'Drn head is a,ns.ller in proport'i:bi "f'o ~the rest 
nCT 211 ·a 93¥J 
of the bof~y a.B compared with the previous stage, s.nd the di A: of the ver-
tex is r:. 11 ttle less prominent. 'llIOF.AX: The pronotum. is a 11 ttle .flattened 
and very de.1"'initely dh·ided three ti.mes, once in front and twice in back 
of the middle:,. The mesonotum is nea?ly covered by the pronotum, leaving 
the el:rt:re partly exposed from tmder the :pronotum.. The wing segments are 
very slightly veined. OENITiU. SEGMENTS: In the i'e.melos, tlle division of 
the lobes of the genital pletes forming the lo bas of' the oviposi tor is 
further dovsloped. The :Z'irst va.lvulv.e are seen to be plainly separated 
from the eighth abdominal sternite. They hs.ve increased in length to such 
an extent s.s to reach. the anterior Jw.irgin of the ninth ster.o.ite. Sm:tll 
second valvulae have appeared between the lobes of the bases of the third 
valvulae. The third valvulae show some sclerotization on the outer nie:r-
gin.s or their lobes. 111 th the !ll8.los, the sub-genital plate has become 
more expanded and the cere1 more flattened. The foll.owing a.re the measure-
ments of this stage: 
Hales: 
Females: 
Total Length-"':'------------------10.2 r:m. 
Length of :Prothorax------------- 2.5 mm. 
Length of Hind !i'eL"..ur------------ 6.0 mm. 
Length of Antennae----~*--~----- 4.0 mm. 
N~ber of Antennal Segments----- 17 
Total Length--------------------11.0 mm. 
Length of Prothorax------------- 3.0 :mm. 
Length or Hind Femur------------ 6~8 mm~, .· 
Length of Imtennae--------..:-;--; ... c,l •. 0 ;!~;,,~ ",,' 
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!h!. Third Sta~e N~phs 
COLOR: Typically green, ntth the dorsum and sides heavily marked with 
S!138.ll, round black dots .. Read above and oheeks much blotched, with light 
yAllow. Eyes, yeJ.low with light brown suffusions. Antennae with basal 
segnm,.t dark and gradually r,>l'tle'.I:' to the tip. ;'Jing pads immaculate. IID'\D: 
Head as before, disk of vertex a little let'.Js prominent. frontal costa 
straight and slightly excavate .. THOR/1-..X: Wing pA.ds bent abruptly back so 
that their ventral .mt:n•sins are ol.moat horizontal and with the tegminal 
rudiments clearly dJ.fferentia tecl. fr.om the rest of the :prothorax S<> that only 
the tip of the teg,minae are· exposed. Prothorax distinctly cut three times. 
Venation pleinly visible in the wing pads. GENITAL S"Er:MErTTS: The rudiments 
of' the ov1pos1 tor fUrther developed• the first val vule.e nearly overlapping 
the second. First valvulae tapering abruptly from the 1niddle to the 
tips. Male geni tal:i.a elea.rly- distinguished by the swollen sub-genital 
:plate. deeply notched at the end, and the flattened cerci. The following 
are the measurements of this stage: 
Male: 
Female: 
Total Length---------------------15.0 mm. 
Length of Hind Femur---------~-- 9.0 rnrr;_. 
Length of Pron.otum--------------- 4. 0 ID!:1. 
Length of Antennae--------------- 5.0 mm. 
~apth of Head-------------------- 4.5 mm. 
Humber of A.11tennel Segments------ 19-20 
Total Length---------------------18.5 mm. 
Length d•r llin.d Femur-----------:..-- 9 .o mm. 
Length of Pronotum--------------- 4.0 mm. 
Length of Antennae--------------- 5.0 mm. 
Depth of Head--.:..----------------- 5.0 mm. 
Number of Antennal Segments------ 20 
~ Fourth Stage Ny.gph 
Considerable dif:ference in size between the sexes is noticed et this 
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stage, the fen'lles being much the larger and generally more robust in their 
proportions. COLtI,1: !:'iuch as before, the p1•onotum with au irregular net-
like pattern. :Eind 1'emu.1• \d th blac.t, blotches o.n the upper flanges. 1:Un.g 
rudimci1ts with blac)<:: spots usur.11ly followiur; the venation. lfillill: Disk of' 
the ve:<:>tex broadly or transversely diamond shaped. 'i'l10FJ~: 1i1ed.ian. carin.a 
divided cs before but: r,:o:re e.i8t.inct.ly at 1>osta1•ior and. anterior di visions, 
less so betirnen. lhng pad.s upturned and upp:ro:x.:im:itiug near the tips and 
adult stage but •1\1"i th less sclerotization, and the .sub-genital plate of the 
mcle n.ot so upturnec', or ex1)&nued as in the adult t1r;l.le. 'l"'ri.e following are 
:E'amale: 
The Fifth Sta.a:e I{vra:ph 
' -"·"-· ..... . ... _ ... .,.,~,., ... ....- .i;:;;; ... _, ........ :.a!.;~ ~---
Total Length------------------23.0 mfil. 
Length of Pronotum------------ 7. 0 1:.1l'll. 
't)epth of Head----------------- 6.0 mra. 
Length of Antennae------------ 8.5 .lul11. 
Length of Hind Femur----------14.2 mra. 
lluriiber of Antennal Segments--- 23 
Total Length------------------21. 0 mm .• 
Length of Pronotum--·---------- 6. 0 rw.h1.. 
tepth o:f Head---.:.------------- 5.3 mm. 
Length of Antennae------------ 8.0 mm. 
Length of Hind Femur----------12.6 mm. 
:iimnber of An.tennal Segments--- 22-g3 
Given below are the detailed descriptions 61' tr1e e;reen and black 
eolor r,lwses taken duri11g the fit''th instnr of t:;picul fen.ales fo1~ the par-
ticul!'i.r colDr~ition. 
B:aar.1 :round.ad., rather narrow t disk oi' vertex broadly diamond ,::,haped, 
sligll"~ly depressed in mi.dcLle; antennae with 26 segments, the color 
pea green mid slightly darker at distal end; disk oi' :pronotum a 
11 ttle arched in front, the median carine. cut once in middle and 
twice in tront of middle; surface of pronotum foTeolate with 
irregular sized and shaped network, the raised portion usually 
being yellow and usually surrounding a slightly raised black dot; 
eyes dark brown with five lighter lonbituditial lighter bands , 
black triungular~treak extending from the eye to the lll)Uth parts, 
'oordcred in front of cyo 1th pal.e yellow atroak, back murgin ot 
eye bordered with a pale yellow distinct baud; wing pads light 
green with radiating linea 01' dorkol' clots, thicker above; legs 
light green; outer surface of femur with three longitudinal raised 
lines e quully .::potted Hitll slightly rai od ao k dots, each dot 
bearing a slender hair• dorsal two of the three raised lines darker 
green thrui !!Dre ventrally- situa ted one; abdomen pnle green, a med-
ian longitudinal area of dark dots becoming more thickl1 situated 
dorsulvmrd, ct :posterior 1115r gin of each abdominal segiaont on upper 
half are six dark spots equally spaced beginning on either side of 
dorsal median line and extending ventrally, oacll dark opot i t er-
spaced with a light yellow blotch or indistinct line. lower mar-
gin of each upper sogmant bordered with light yellowi oh green band 
extending the full length of abdomen. 
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' The following measurements were averaged from specimens which were collected 
from the, field: 
Female: 
Male: 
~ Adult Stage 
Total Length-~-----------------38.5 mm.. 
Length of Pronotum--------------10.5 mm. 
Length of Hind Famur------------22.0 mm. 
Length of Antennee--------------13.7 mm. 
Depth of Head------------------- 9.8 mm. 
Nulilber of Anten.nal Segments----- 26 
Tot al Length------~----------~-2 .On • 
Length of Pronotum----------- --- 7. 0 mm. 
Leneth of Hind Femur------------14.0 llllll. 
Length of Ant nnae--------------10.0 mm. 
Depth of Head------------------- ? . O mm. 
Number of Antennal Segments----- 25-25 
The follo ing description is ta.ken fro~ Blatc.blay (1920). 
Fe.aales very large, robust; m~lea a1Uch smaller , more compressed. 
· General color dark olive-green, usually i th a narrow dorsal pale 
stripe as in sluta csa; tegmina in fresh specimens , a handsome 
purplish-brown, often fading to dull brown when dried, those of the 
unstriped :feoale usually v;ith va.gue indistinct fuscous spots . 
Antennae yellowish, dusky toward tips; hind feilDra often with short, 
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oblique tuacous crosa-bara on upper outer face; hind tibiae purplish-
black, their spines yellow, tipped with black. Valves of the ovi-
positor, sides of hind knees and a short of stripe on the mesopleura. 
usually yellow. Structural characters much the same as in alutacea. 
Pronotum with median oa.I'ina more sharply defined and slightly higher, 
especially on metazona, the hind nargin more angulate. Cerci of 
.male slightly narrower, their outer apical third conca.Te and tips 
truncate. Notch or subgenital plate deep, V-shaped. Length or body, 
male, 34-40, famele, 50-61; of antennae, ms.le and fa.male, l ?-18 .5; 
of pronotum, IIJ:l.le, 7.5-8.7, female, ll-13; of tegmina, llBle, 31-36, 
tewale, 44-48; of hind femur, male, 20.0-22, female, ia-31 mm. 
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PART III 
STUDIES ON 'IRE NT.JPHAL VARIATION OF SCHISTOc.mcA OBSCURA 
Introduction 
I n collecting nymphs for the work described in the first part of this 
thesis it was noticed that occasionally individuals of extremely dark color-
ation appeared. These, on m:>lting to the adult stage, produced the typ-
ical Schistooerca obscura, which could not be distinguished from those 
adults reared from the green nymphs . In the field, no gradations were 
noticed by which this dark colored form could be connected With the tYP-
1 cal green torm. 
In rearing the tYP1cal green specimens it was noticed that those 
individuals reared in the greenhouse gradus.11~ developed a dark coloration 
in the pattern. The nymphs 1n the field did not develop this intermediate 
darker form, but remained as solid green nymphs. The specimens reared in 
the greenhouse never reached a stage of dark coloration as complete as the 
few extreme cases represented 1n Plate III Fig. 1. A complete gradation 
trom the extreme dark phase to the solid green phase was not found in the 
work of 1938. As mentioned before, the green nymphs within themselves 
showed considerable variation toward a darker form, but the dark purple 
phase seemed to be very constant. 
Since the greenhouse temperatures were below those recorded for the 
outside, the tendency of the nymphs to change color suggested that temp-
erature was a factor determining their color. It also seemed possible that 
the apparently two distinct types found might be regarded as the results ot 
two separate physiological functions. It was decided to run experiments on 
freshly hatched nymphs at different temperatures t he following summer to see 
if an explanation was available as to the relationship of the nymphal 
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va!'iations. 
That temperature is an important factor in color variation has long 
been known. and Uvarov•s theory of the phases ot locusts has stimulated 
these researches iu mre recent times, since color is one of the characters 
by which the different phases ot locusts are distinguished. In spite of 
the mass of literature published, there still remains much doubt as to the 
cause of color variation within a species. There is much evidence that the 
conditions attecting color density are different tor different species of 
insects. Too, individual inheritance may enter in, nnd often in such a 
way as to nnsk the color tendencles o:f the phases. 
There haye been several theories advanced to explain the different 
types of color forms in a species of insect. Hudson (1913) regarded the 
development of dark pigmeutation as a matter of adaptation to surroundings. 
Knight (1924) first regarded the white and colored forms or Perillus 
bioculatus as independent forms, but was forced to discard this idea since 
he was not able to establish pure lines after extensive breeding experi-
ments. He mentions that increased metabolism produces the light colored 
f'orms. Knight further states that the metabolism of this species is in-
creased by rearing them at 85 degrees F •• or higher, at which temperatures 
the white bugs appear. He also round that the females were influenced in 
this manner at lower temperatures than were the :males , and he belieTes that 
since females haTe to mature the eggs, metabolism goes on at a higher rate 
than with the males . He says that decreased met bolism or less exercise 
produces dark colored forms. 
Faure (1932) proposes the theory or locuatine production as an 
explanation ot the dark forms . He says that as a result of high metabol ism 
locustine, or black pigment. is produced, which leads to the black color-
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ation in locusts. According to his theory, increased metabolism as a. result 
of greater muscular activity at hieher temperatures must produce large 
ru:oounts o:f' locustine and consequently darker pigmented for.ms. 
Husain and ithmad {1936) in wcrking ·iidtb. th.e desert locust in India 
obtained results comparable to those of Iuaght (1924), but ci.so found that 
increased muscular activity produced the darker f orrns. 
Robtzov (l 935) , in his work with non-swarming grasshoppers, found that 
the solitary nymphs masr e:x:hibit the whole range of morphological and bio-
logical differences characteristic of the phases. The data presented in 
this :paper suggests thnt the heri t.sble variations inside the spc1cies 
:following the law of homologous series, 1 and. the individual phase vr:r·ia-
bili ty, as defined by U-varov, do :not coritradict each other and are probably 
round in all Acr:ldidne, though to varying degrees. 
In summary, we may say tho.t the· cause of' color variation is not known .. 
Some of the factors in.fluencing color· vnriBtion have been demonstrated from 
time to time by various workers, and as a whole these experiments give 
evidence that the phenomenon is not morphological but physiological in. its 
origin. It has been shown that; to eome ·8Xten.t. food. and color of the 
surroundings may be of some i~ortance in determining the color of insects. 
These researches, as a whole, are inco~lete and need further work before 
their full importance may be knmm. 
1vavilov {lS28) st~geests that linneons and genera more or less nearly 
related to each other are characterized by similar series of variations 
with sucl::;. a o.egree of regulari.ty that, knowing the succession of varieties 
in one genus and linr..8on, one can forecast the eY.istence cf similar forms 
and even similar genotypical differences in other genera and linneons. 
The similarity is more complete as the genera and. linneons are IOC>re nearly 
allied. 
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J:,bte:rialn ~ Methods 
The temperature experim011ts ttl th Schistoc0rca obscure were carried out 
with the D.id oi' specic.lly constructed temperature cabinets, equipped v1ith 
t!:1crnostc tic cm:1.t:rols. Sinco those cabinets v;,-ere built ui th heating uni ts 
only, the te~)eratu.res lower thG!l room temperature were obtained by using 
the cabinets in n coollne; :room.. Conotsnt temperatures rc.nging fron 89.9 
to 70 df;,grees F. ".'!ere mt~,intained throughout the course of the experiments. 
Faur exporimonto ne:re :mt u1,, ea.eh eX}X}rirmmt containing one set of 
crowded and seve:."'L:.l isolntod nympha. By this :ma ans the influeucA of both 
crowdine 1:.:r..d tempero.ture could be studied • 
. As a matter of nec-':l:3Gi ty, f'om~ temperatures were ma.inta.1.ned during the 
f'irat pc.rt of the experiment. These were 89.9, 85, 85-70 and 70 degrees F. 
Later, the experiment fluetuuting fror:1 85-70 d0g:rees F. was discontinued. 
Ch9ck experiments ?1ere oe.rri ed on at outside temraratures and condi tion.s. 
Oarefu.1 ellec1;: wa.s l:,1:pt on all the dates of m.ol ting and development of 
the nymph$. Ooloration was checked at one day after molting in each case, 
in order that equal evaJ.uetion might be give~ to eaeh condition. 
Food consisted of' elm leaves. which t'Jas supJ'lied each morning. The 
rearing cng~s were similar to those used in the li:f'e-history studies with 
the adults. 
All cheeks on coloration and measure~ents were taken under a micro-
scope at 2Z ms.gnifications. 
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D-0script!2_!];_ 2!,. ~ Coloratio£_ £! the NY!llphs Reared ~ Different Te.mparatures 
Second Stage ~hs R~red 2£2E.~ ~ Outside Temperature. General 
coloration. dark green v:ith a very denna speckling of black dots; frons and 
clypeus a.ark green; v·ertex d&rk green with blaet blotches between tbe eyes, 
which are solid brown bordered'with light ereen; gen.ae green with white 
1~euculutions, the sub-ocular streak very black and bordered in front with 
white; r'Jexillary and lab.Lal palpi green and ringed with black; cervical 
sclerites green; pronotu_~. very dr1.r}c green with a dark smudge on the sides; 
m.eso- and metanota black fe.ding iuto green on 'the wing rudiments·.; sternal 
light green with light spottinga of tan; first and second pairs of legs 
green with the tibiae and tarsi blaok, the third pair of legs vdth the 
fo:mora showinc black blotohes on their outer sides, the tibiae black but 
fading out near the proximal ends; abdomen showing a very plain black 
longitudinal streak a.own. 1 ts :median dorsaJ. su:rf'aco • the darkened area 
s.haditl€ cff on the sides to a yellowish-green and on the ventral sides to 
a light green.. The above description was talrnn from the examination of 
ten living speOiMe!l,.~. 
Second Stage ,;:.Jv1.rrDhs Reared C:towded at Te~11nerature of 70 Degrees F. 
- ~----..,..-- -- - -
These nymphs did not reach the stage of color intensity as sho,-m in those 
raared at outside te.mperatures. 'l'he e:x:tre1nes were fully as dark, but the 
percenteee of nyr-1phs showing the extreme condition was less. Frons and 
clJ.rpeus brovmish-sreen; labr·..ur. bro·1-vnish-gree.n with a trar..zrrerse row of 
black dots on its lower imrgin; vertex of a very dark brownish-green to 
the disk, it being dark green; genae and :postGenae mottled dark green and 
yeJ.low; car.q_)ound eyes very dark brown; antennae vJith the basal segments a 
very dark green but darkening to the tips; raouth parts heavily spotted with 
black on !':\. 1?rteen ground color; the pronotum is heavily mottled with black, 
white and yellow, the black being most prominent; f'irst and second pairs 
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of legs with green femora, tibiae shading to black ~t the distal ends and 
tarsi blaok, hind legs t 1th three distinct black blotches on the outer sur-
faces of tho femora, the tibiae and t ursi being black; abdomen almost 
solid black, showing llil absence of the usual white .ll:Jlrkinga . This des-
cription w s ~de from the examination ot eleven living speciJLens. 
uocond Stage Nymphs Reared G'ro ded at Tew:oere.ture S?!_ fill Degrees !.• 
In general these nymphs present a mor~ speckle appearance than de those 
nymphs roared isolated at the a me temp~rature. They do closely resemble 
those nymphs reared isolated at 70 degrees F. Frons green with Iilllch black 
speckling; elypeus dark green; the labrum green but fading out to a 
yellowish-green; vert x whitish ith uch epockling around the disk; genae 
,nth the sub-ocular streak very plainly ~vident as a black marking bordered 
in front with v1hite; postgenae ,"1t h heavy mottling of green and brown; 
compow1d eyes green rvi tb very defini to bl'uwn a tripos; antennae with the 
basal segments gree.11 bu.t o.bruptly chant;;ine to bl ck; the thor x with much 
black in the form of fine spacks eveniy distributed over the "body, except 
for the posterior dorsal portion of the pronotum where the black condenses 
to .form a large blnck blotch; the ir t two pairs of legs green with black 
narkings on tho tibiae and tarsi, the hind pair 1th conspicuous black 
blotches on the femora, t.he tibiae and tarsi with their segments roo.rgined 
with black; abdomen with a brownish-green ground color heavily marked with 
black, especially toward the orsal median surface here a longitudinal 
median line of black extends from the first abdominal segment to the first 
geni tel segment. •r111s description v. s taken from the examination of 16 
living specimens. 
~nd Stage Crowded at 'l'en:mera ture of 89 . 9 .Deg'.".'ees F. 
These nymphs show a. de·vel pment of slightly more pigmentation than. do those 
nymphs reared isolated under the same temperature conditions. Frons pale 
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olive green; clypeus varying trom dirty white to :pale groan as does the 
labrnm; vertex pnle yellowt h-grean; gena.e nnd postgen e mottled nth green 
and white, the sub-ocular streak being very evident e.s a chelky area, in 
aoxne individuals t a r ker; compon d P-yes oliv green with two brown 
stripes runni the longitudin 1 lengths; anten.n e with the basal segments 
green but fllightl der1:ening toward the tips; .mouth :parts light green spotted 
with black; pronotUt:1 with a he8VY mottling ot olive green snd white, black 
dots being very prominent on he mer£;1ns; first t, o pairs of legs with the 
tarsal sesments sl.ightl1r dnrker green. the hind p ir with !! slight dark blotch 
on the o ter surfttce or the femora; abdoaen with faint to distinct black 
line on the dorsal ~edia.n surface. otherwise almos t white. This description 
wes to.ken fro the oxa.cination of' 12 liv1n specimens. 
Third Stage ymphs Reared ~ Outs~ !_e.mpernt-™. This stage under 
the abovo eondit ons is almost totally black in eenoral appeaI'.8!100. the 
green and lighter colors b~intt conf.1.nec\ to very small and inoonspicuou.s 
areas. Frens and clypeue pale brown, the le.brum varying :from this to 
brownish-green; t e bl ek s ota or the vertex of the specimens reared at 
higher temperatures have with these specimens, fused so as to form a solid 
black slightly mottled with yellow; genae having the sub-ocular streak or 
n very dense black a.nd bordered in tront with yellow; postgenae bl ck with 
a yellow l!l!-trgin o.round the e7es; co1T1pound eyes and antennae black; mouth 
parts green heavily spotted with black; pronotum black with fine reticula-
tion of :rellow; metanotun black w1 th white and y llow reticulation; sterna 
light green with the sutures slightly da~ken d; first two pairs of legs 
green with black tarsi, the hind femora with the upper halves black with 
mottling ot white and bl~ok appenring distally; abdomen with ground color 
ot black but covered with a tine white network. The above description was 
taken tro.m the exsmination of 50 living specimens. 
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Third Stage Nymphs Reared Crowded at Temoer•ature of ?O Degrees F. 
- -· -- -
'l"hese n~hs as a whole did not reach the degree of color intensity as 
shown by those reared crowded at outside temperatures, but the extremes, 
which number better than one-fourth of the total, did show as complete a 
development of dark coloration as any of the nymphs experimented with.; 
the number of individuals per cage for this ex:periID..ent was somewhat less 
than iii-as the case f'or the outside experiment. 
Frons brown to reddish-yellow, in some an extreme reddish coloration. 
is developed on the frontal region;: elypeus green vdth heavy spotting of 
black; labrum green; vertex with much black and dark green above but fading 
to green on the disk; gen.ae with the sub-ocular streak very black and 
distinct and bordered in front with \\tlite; postgenae black with reticula-
tion light green and dark green; compound eyes with dark brown stripes 
on a very dark green ground color; antennae black; mouth parts green with 
black rings on the posterior RJargins of each segment; :pronotum with a 
green ground color and heavy markings of black, especially near the :post-
erior margin; wing rudiments green; front two pairs of legs green with 
black tibiae ~nd tarsi, hind legs showing heavy black blotches on the 
outer surfaces of the femo:t'a and with tb.e tibiae gradually cl1anging to 
black at their distal ends; the abdomen sh.av.ring a definite wide longitudinal 
stripe on its dorsal surface, the sides being heavily marked with white. 
Twelve living specimens were examined for the above description. 
Third ,?tage Nymphs Ree.red Crowded !:.! Tanmera.ture £!. 85 Degrees .!· 
These nyro:-phs show a general blend of black spec_k;ling on a white background. 
Frons and clypeus with a whitish ground color heavily speckled with. black; 
l.abrum black; heavy black blotches have appeared on the vertex as a result 
01' the fusing of the small black spots; g,1nae snowing a heavy black sub• 
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ocular streak. bordered in front with a white chalky area; postgena.e pink-
ish with whits lll.Ottling; compound eyes white with heavy brown. stripes; 
antennae black; pronotum. With a :pinkish ground color and heavily mottled 
with black and vm.ite; Wing rudiments pinkish-white; first tno pairs of 
legs whitish with black on tlle tarsi and tibiae, the third pair having Ill.Ore 
black on the tibiae and tarsi; the abdomen vn.th a heavy black line on its 
' . . . 
dorsal median surface, the line being broken intersegmentally with a white 
transverse band and divided longitudinally with a narrow white line. The 
above description was taken from the examination of ll living specimens. 
Third Sta~e NYS?hs Reared Crowded & Temperature !id_~ Degrees ~ .. 
The nymphs reared under these conditions resemble closely the second stage 
nymphs reared undei" the same conditions, differing mainly in having the 
black more pronounced. Frons, clypeus nnd labrum olive green with some 
parts shading out to a dirty whi ta; vertex yellov1ish-green with pronounced 
black spotting; genae and postgenae with mottling ot white and pale green, 
the black area ot the sub-ocular streak plainly evident; compound eyes 
olive green with three distinct brown stripes and pa.rt ot a posterior 
fourth present; antennae with the basal segments light colored but zrad-
ually darkening to the tips; pronotum with a heavy mottling of white and 
olive green and with black spots very prominent on the posterior dorsal 
halt; wing rudiments light olive green.; legs light green with the tarsi 
margined with black, the hind femora also showing very slight indication 
of a dark bank; a very faint dark median line on the dorsal surface of the 
abdomen, otherwise almost white. This description was ts.ken trom the 
examination of' 14 living apecimons. 
JR>urth Stage I:!ymphs Rea.red Crowded & Outside T~J2!rature...!.· These 
nymphs have a general appearance of black with yellow blotches on the more 
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ventral parts of the body. Frons and clypeus brownish-yellow ground color, 
and with heavy black blotches between the eyes; genae with a very dense 
black sub-ocular streak bordered in tront with white; postgenae mottled 
yellow and brown; compound eyes solid dark brown to black ground color, 
some specimens showing a faint yellow stripe; antennae black; mouth parts 
dark brown to black; cervical scleritea yellow; pronotum with ground color 
or black with blotches or yellow on the sides; wing rudiments yellow with 
black at the bases; first two pairs of legs yellow with black tarsi, the 
femora or the hind pair showing three distinct black bands running trans-
versel1 on a ground color of yellow; sterna reddish-brown and faintly 
spotted with darker brown; the abdomen with the posterior margin or each 
segment lined with alternating white and black spots, the terminal seg-
ments being brown. Ten living specimens were examined for the above des-
cription. 
Fourth Stage Nymphs Reared Crowded !:.l Temperature of J!:L Degrees !• 
In general these nymphs have an appearance or green with pronounced speck-
ling of black on the dorsal surfaces. P'rons dark green to yellowish-green 
with -a pronounced speckling or black; clypeus and labrum varying trom dark 
green to brown; the vertex with blotches of black between the eyes but 
tading to a yellowish-green color on the disk; genae wi th a very distinct 
sub-ocular streak ot black bordered in front with white; postgenae mottled 
light green and dark green with a heavy speckling or black; compound eyes 
dark bro n to black, in the lighter colored individuals brown stripes are 
present; antennae black; mouth parts green with black margins to the ., . 
posterior borders or each segment; cervical sclerites dark green; pronotum 
green with very dense mottling of large black blotches, they bei~ m:>re 
condensed on the sides of the pronotum; wing rudiments with longitudinal 
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rows of' black dots fusing at the bases to form a black blotch, ground color 
da:i.~k green; first two pairs of legs very dark with black tarsi and tibiae, 
the hind :r:m.ir with the f'err..ora. alr,1ost totally black, the tibiae being black 
at their distal halves and the tarsi totally black; abdomen alm.ost completely 
black, shading off to a grayish color 011 the more ventral portions, the 
terminal segments varying from. tau to dark brown. The above description 
was taken from the examination of' 10 living specimens. 
:Fourth Stage Nymphs Reared Crowded a.t Temperature_~ 85 Degrees F. 
The nymphs reared under these coud.i tions differ.• f'rom the ones reared 
crowded et 70 degrees F. mainly in a lacldnr; of the bro...,.mish coloration and 
b~r the development of a pronounced whiteness. Frona, clypeus and labrum 
all similar in having a heavy speckling of black; ve:r.·tex ~;rith black blotches 
appearing as a reault of the fusion of' the f'iner spots present in tl1e pre-
ceding stages; genae with a heavy black sub-ocular streak, bordered in front 
with a che.lky white area; poatgenae pinkish to white with faint mottlings, 
very few black spots being present; compound eyes white with three heavy 
brorm stripes and a fourth incom:plete str·ipe diffusing downwa1~d; antennae 
aln.ost totally black; mouth parts light green to white; cervical scleritsa 
green; pronotum with a pinkish ground color and with a very heavy mottling 
of blac}c and white present; wing rudiments with longitudinal rows of black 
spots fusing at the bases to form a black blotch; two front pairs of legs 
with block tibiae and tarsi, the hind. pair with the proximal halves of the 
femora chalky white, but with the tibiae and tarsi black; abdomen. with a 
eround color of white but heavily n.arked with black, on the dorsal surface 
a black line is present extending medially from the first abdominal segment 
to the first genital sogr::ent. The above description mas taken from the 
e:x:emination of 10 living specimens. 
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Fourth Stage Nymphs Reared Crowded~ Te.mperatU!,! ;!!_ 89.9 P,e~rees !• 
The black pattern is a little more prominent at this stage than on the 
third stage at the same temperature. Frons pale olive green, the black 
spots showing plainly on the crests of the raised portions; clypeus light 
green; labrum light olive green; vertex pale yellowish-green with black 
dots on its !m'lrgins; genae with black stripe or the sub-ocular region plain-
ly evident and bordered in front with a faintly visible white area; post-
genae mottled white and olive green; compound eyes green with longitudinal 
stripes ot dark brown; antennae with the baeal segments green but gradually 
shading to brown toward the tips; mouth parts green with black spots en-
circling th~ distal margin of each segment; cervical sclerites green; 
pronotum with a heavy mottling ot green and white; the texture more rugose 
than in the third nymphal st ge under the same conditions; wing rudiments 
green with a few black spots at the bases; first two pairs of legs green 
1th black tarsi, the hind pair green vrith black blotches on the femora and 
with the tibiae and tarsi darker; abdomen wi th a pla inly evident black line 
down its median dorsal surface. The above description was taken trom the 
examination of 8 living specimens • . 
Fifth Stage Nymphs Reared Crowded at Temperature~ 12. ])egrees F. 
These nymphs appear much the san~ as those reared crowded at outside temper-
atures, except that there appears to be a much more red tendency to the 
general coloration. Frons, clypeus, and labrum deep reddish-brown heavily 
ll'.llrked with black; vertex with the posterior halt ot the di sk black but 
fading anteriorly to dark brown; genae 1th the sub-ocular streak consist-
ing of a wide black band bordered in front wi th a dark yellow area; 
postgena.e black DX>ttled with yellow; compound eyes deep reddish-brown; 
antennae and .m:,uth parts black; oervical solerites deep reddish-brown; 
wing rudiments with the Tenation black on a brown ground color; first two 
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pairs of legs brown 1th black t arsi and tibiae, the hind p ir with the 
femora almost totally black, the tarsi and tibiae black; abdomen black with 
an irregular white network on the sides. This description was taken trom 
the examination 01' 8 living specimens. 
Fifth Stage Nymphs Reared Cro~·ded at Temperature ~~Degrees F . 
These nymphs have a general appearance of brown speckling on a pinkish-brown 
ground color. Frons, clypeus and labru.m pinkish-brown; vertex with a brown 
spot between the ayes, the disk white and pink bordered with black; genae 
with a black sub-ocular streak bordered in front with white; postgenae a 
deep reddish-brown mottled with a lighter tan; compound eyes withe ground 
color of yellow, four brown stripes are plainly viai ble; antennae black 
with the basal segments bluish-green; mouth parts pink; pronotum with a 
pinki h- brown ground color and thickly dotted with black spots; wing rudi-
ments with brown · enution and having a light t an ground color; the first 
two pairs or legs pink, the hind pair dark :pinkish-brown with darker blotches 
on the outers rfaces of the femora; abdomen brown growid oolor mottled 
with light tan. This description i as tal::en from the examination or 10 living 
specimens. 
Fifth St ga Nymphs Reared Cro ded at T01:qperature or ~ Degrees !.· 
In general these nymphs aro much lighter .in color th . n the nymphs reared 
cro ded at lower temperatures. Frons light tan sround color and generously 
speckled with black dots; clypeus and labrum light creamy tan; vertex light 
tan ground color with blaclc blotches between the eyes; genae · 1th the sub-
ocular streak consisting of a broad black stripe bordered in front wit h a 
light yellow area; . ostgenae mottled light cream and tan; compound eyes with 
a ground color of light bluish-green and with fr0m five to six heavy bro 
stripes present; antennae ith the basal segments light bluish-green but 
d rkening tow rd t he tips; cervical sclerttes yellowish-green; pronotum 
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11th white ground color heavily n:ottled 1th blac end chalky white; wing 
rudir.lents 11[;.ht g;r enish-yollow with the venation showing as longitudinal 
rows of black spots f using t t he base to f orm a black blotch; fir.s t to 
pairs of lega licht reeni sh-yellow i th black .mnrgins on the segments of 
the tars i and tibiae, the h nd P~i with t he femora he vily blotched, tibiae 
black and tarsi heavily rmrgined 11th black; abdomen with ground color of 
chalky ihite h avily marked with black, especi~lly on the dorsal surface. 
The above descr iption was taken from the examination of 8 livings ecimens. 
Second Stage llymphs Rea.red Isolated at Outside Temperatures. Very 
little dark pigmentfltion is noticed with this stage, the general coloration 
being alnnst totally green. Frons. clypeus and labrum deep green; vertex 
deap green with a black blotch betieen the eyes; gena e with the sub-oeular 
streak plainly evident as n black marking and being bordered in front with 
a . ellow area; post enae mottled dark green and white; compound eyes dark 
gr on with a bro m spot at the ap x of ea.ch, which diffuses downward on the 
anterior side; antennae green. eaeh segment being ringed with black; mouth 
po.rts re en; cervical s cl ri tea green; pronotum dark green, a1ao vJi th a 
tow dark spots on its posterior dorsal half ; wing rudiments green; first 
two pairs of legs green 'ith darkened tibiae, the hind peir green with 
darkened tibiae and tarsi, the t i biae being totally green, except for some 
faint black spots arranged. in longitudinal rows on its length; the abdomen 
,1th a dark green ground color, but with a ~ew blaok dots on its dorsal 
median surface, the sides white with green. The above description was Illl:ide 
fro th examins tion of 7 living s . ecimens. 
Second Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated ~ Temperature 2!_ 1.Q. Degrees !: 
These nymphs present a bluish- rean a ppearance in their general coloration. 
Frons. cly:peus e.nd labrum bluish-green henvily dotted with black, vert ex 
mottlecl with bluish-g:reen Hnc1 dark green; gonae with tho sub-oculur streak 
consisting of ~in anterior bluish-g1 .. een area bordered behind with a very 
faint dark streak; postgenae presenting a m.ottlin.g of bluish-green, da.rk 
green and li&ht g:rocm; compound eyes pale bluish-green, but with no brown 
stripes; un tarmne blui sh-~eo:n., ee..ch segr::ent be:tne; ringed wi. th black; mouth 
parts bluish-green; pronoturn w:i.th heavy white network on a dark green 
ground color, blacl<~ spotting somewha.t prominent; legs green with heavy 
spockling of black; abdomen bluish-green with lnrge black spots present, 
thH spots bein{c:; more densGly situated on the dorsal region. The above o.es-
cription wa;.; to.ken. froa the examination ot 5 living spoeimena. 
The nynphs reared at the nbova con.dltions shou a general coloration of' 
grrsen, the f(;J,J! black spots being conspicuous in their llOSi tion. Ii':rouf!, 
clypeu3 hnd J.abrurJJ. solid green; vertex green with black blotche,"l betwef;tt 
the eyes; g;enoe with the sub-ocnlsr streak ba1·ely visible as a darkened 
,il'm, ';:,sOJ'de,:od in. front with whl.te; postgenno roottlec1 da1•k green arid nhite; 
CO!li}Jounu eyH1 light [;reen v.i th apical brown spots; :mtennae green with very 
fa:lnt r:bt;s of blaok on the posterior margin of each segment; mouth parts 
green; JH'0not11m strongly ".ugmm and 1,i th a ground color of green. heavily 
s:iyaickleG. v,itt black; wing rudimo::::tts green; legs green wJ.th the taraal seg-
t'1cmts sU.z::;htly margined 1.:;'i th black; abdomen with a ;rnry faint median d.oraai 
Ht1°eek of blaol:, the sides being heavily mottlHd with white and black alter-
nating ,Syots. 'f'hf~ description for t,.'liS stage was taken f!'Or,1 the examination 
of 3 living specimens. 
In gaueral tht1Ge nymph.o are ve~y light c;reen and with the body texture not 
rw l'.'UgosH t,s is the cnse r:Ji th those nym!)hS refn:-ed. nncler other cond1. tions. 
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P'rons, cl.ypeus and labrum very light green; vertex green with very light 
crests on the raised portions; genae with a very taint white sub-ocular 
streak; compound eyes green with brown apical spots; antennae light green; 
nx>uth parts green to whitish-green; pronotum with a mottling ot white over 
green ground color, and with a white median line extending the full length 
ot the pronotum; legs and wing rudiments solid green; abdomen with ground 
color of light green, and with a white line extending longitudinally down 
its dorsal surface, the terminal segments being dirty whitish-green color. 
The description above was taken :trom the examination ot 3 living specimens. 
Third Stage NymphS Reared Isolated ~ Outside Temperatures. These 
nymphs resemble closely those collected :trom the field, although more 
variation in color is noticed in the field specimens than in the caged 
1nd1Viduals. Frons, clypeus and labrum deep green; vertex deep green with 
white on the raised portions; the genae with the sub-ocular streak plainly 
evident as an anterior white area bordered behind with a black streak; 
postgenae m:>ttled green and yellow; COil!Pound eyes dark in color with definite 
brown stripes present; antennae with the basal segments green but fading 
almst to black at the tips; mouth parts green; pronotum with a very pro-
nounced network of white on a dark green ground color, black speckling 
being also very pronounced; wing rudiments green; legs green with darkened 
tarsal segments; abdomen dark green with a fe:tlt black stripe down its 
dorsal median surface. Two living specimens were examined for the above 
des cri pt ion. 
Third Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated ~ Temperature 2!. 70 Degrees !• 
These nymphs are of a darker coloration than those reared at the other 
temperatures under the same population conditions, andt too, they are ot 
a peculiar bluish color. Frons bluish-green; clypeus and labrum bluish-
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green with very little black spotting; vertex mottled 1th bluish-green and 
light green; genae showing the sub-ocular streak as a bluish-green area; 
postgenae heavily mottled with light green and dark green; compound eyes 
pale bluish-green with faint brown stripes; antennae green with the segments 
heavily ringed with black; mouth parts bluish-green; pronotum with heavy 
hite net ork on a dark green ground color, a black speckling also plainly 
evident; wing rudiments bluish-green; legs green but heavily speckled with 
black; abdomen bluish-green with a dorsal condensation of black spots. The 
above description was taken trom the examination ot 3 living nymphs. 
Third Stage Mymphs Reared Isolated !.!. Tempere.tUl'e £!_ 85 Degrees !· 
The nymphs reared under the above conditions show much less black coloration 
than do those nymphs reared isolated at 70 degrees F. Frons, cly:peus and 
labrum green; vertex green with a black blotch between the eyes; genae and 
postgenae mottled with green and white, the sub-ocular streak barely visible; 
compound eyes light green with brown stripes; antennae green with brown to 
black rings on the posterior margins of each segment; mouth parts green; 
pronotum very rugose with ground color of deep green, some condensation ot 
black on the dorsal half; wing rudiments green; legs with tarsal segments 
darkened; abdomen green with a slight 1~dication of a black line on its 
dorsal median surface. The above description w s taken from the examination 
of 2 11 ving specimens. 
Third Stage Nmhs R~ared Isolated !1 Tmnpere.ture 2!. 89. 9 Degrees !.· 
These nymphs have a general appearance of very light green. The body is 
not l"Ugose in texture and even in some places assumes an extreme whitish 
color. Frons, clypeus and labrum varying f"rom light green to whitish-
green color; vertex showing a strong development of white on the crests 
of its raised portions; the genae and postgenae m:>ttled with white and 
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light green, the sub-ocular streak not being visible in most of the speci-
mens; compound eyes light green ground color and usually vith three light 
tan longitudinal stripes; antennae and mouth parts light green; pronotum with 
a very pronounced white mottling on the sides and with a white line extend-
ing the length of the dorsal median surface; wing rudiments and legs solid 
green; abdomen green with a white nargin on the lower edges of the upper 
half. Three living specimens were examined for the above description. 
Fourth Stage Nzm.Phs. Reared Isolated ~ Outside Temperature. The gen-
eral appearance is one of deep green with no striking evidence of black mark-
ings. Frons, clypeus and labrum deep green; vertex deep green, with a 
small dark blotch between the eyes; genae 1th the sub-ocular streak plain-
ly seen as an anterior yellow area bordered in back with a black streak; 
postgenae yellow immediately bordering the posterior margins ot the eyes, 
but dittusing into green; compound eyes of a bluish-green color with tour 
complete yellow stripes; antennae with th~ basal segments green but grad-
ually shading to dark at the tips; pronotum with a sprinkling of black 
dots along the dorsal median carina and on the posterior lateral portions, 
otherwise consisting of a fine network of black on a dark green ground 
color; wind rudiments dark green with a very few black dots; legs solid 
green with black flecks on the tarsi, the hind femora with longitudinal 
rows of black specks; abdomen of a very dark green with a very narrow black 
line down the median dorsal surface. 
Fourth Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated ~ Temperature ~ 70 Degrees !.• 
These nY?nphs show more color development than the preceding stage. The 
dorsal surface is more rugose and more thickly covered with black spots. 
Fourth Stage Nymphs Rea.red Isolated at TemperatE;!! ot ~ Degrees :r. 
The ground color of these uymphs show a decided powdery appearance, otherwise 
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they differ little from tho preceding stage reared at the same teoperature. 
Fourth Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated~ Temperature£! ~Degrees!· 
The body i s more rugose in this stage than in the preceding stage and t he 
pronotum shows slightly n:ora development of black pigmentation. 
Fi~h Stage iYillJ.)hs Reared Isolated!!, Outside Tergperatures. These 
nymphs resemble those described in the firs t part of this work. They seem 
to be what may be called the typical green nymphs as collected from the 
field. For this description see page 3?. 
Fifth Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated & Temperature .2f. .z2.. Degrees !.· 
These nymphs resemble somewhat in color those reared isolated at outside 
temperatures. Frens, elypeus and labrum deep green with conspicuous black 
spots on the lower margin ot the l abrum; vertex green with a black blotch 
between the eyes; gena.e ,·ith the sub-ocular streak plainly evident; post-
geuae 1oottled wl i te and dark green; compound eyes green with brown stripes; 
antennae with green basal segments but shading to brown at the tips; mouth 
parts green; pronotU.!11 with a dark green ground color and faintly speekl~d 
with black; wing rudiments green; first two pairs of legs green with black 
margins on the segments of the tarsi and tibiae, the hind pair with the 
temora showing black blotches on their outer surfaces; abdomen green with 
mottling of black and white. Two living specimens were examined for the 
above description. 
Fifth Stage Nymphs Reared Isolated & Temperature £! 85 Degrees !• 
The ground color of these nymphs is of a whitish-green color, with the 
black speckling and markings very prominent. Frens, clypeus and labrum 
pinkish white with prominent black spotting; vertex light green with two 
blotches between the eyes; genae with tbe s ub-ocular streak very prominent 
as an anterior white area bordered behind with a black stripe; postgenae 
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mottled with light green an.d chalky white; compound eyes with five broivn 
stripes on a white ground color; antennae light green faintly darkening 
at the tips; mouth parts ver;r light green; cervical sclerites white; pro-
notum with a v,mi tish-green ground color heavily dotted with black and 
reddish-bronin; 'Wing ru.diments white with venation of black fuaing at the 
base to f'o:rm a black blotch; first two pairs of legs whitish-green heavily 
spotted with black, the thircl pair with the teoora showing three bl a.ck 
blotches on their outer surfaces; abdonen with whitish-green ground color 
and much blotched vrith black, a very heavy black line extends down the 
dorsal median surface to the first genital segment. Four living specimens 
were examined for the above description. 
]'ifth !_taB,.e, Nymphs Reared Is_ola_te_q_ at. Te~ratu;:~ of' ~ ~ees !· 
These nymJ1hs do not ,show the black coloration as seen in the specimens 
reared at the lower temperatures. 1'"rons green vnth a row of small black 
dots on its lower margin; clypeus and labrum solid green; vertex green, the 
disk having a very few black spots; genae showing very little development 
of the sub-ocular streak; postgenae green with very faint light green 
mottling; compound eyes with five brown stripes on a ground color oi' light 
yellowish-green; antennae light green; mouth parts light green; pronotum 
light green ground color with very fine reticulation of white and. fine 
speckling of black, the roed.iart m1rina with a white crest; wing rudiments 
light green with very few black spots; first two pairs of legs green with 
little black on the tarsi or tibiae, the hind pair al.most totally green; 
abdomen very light green with ia slight indication of a median dorsal line 
present, each segment encircled at its posterior n:..argin vr:tth a band of 




That temperature has some effect on the intensity of coloration of 
Schietocerca. obseura nymphs is seen by comparing the cases described, 
where all the nymphs reared under the same population condition but under 
different temperature conditions, vary in their coloration. All the 
crowded nymphs exhibit a darker coloration than isolated nymphs, reared 
at the same temperatures, but within themselves the crowded nymphs show 
a gradation from light to dark coloration as the corresponding temperatures 
run :from high to low. 
1th Schistocerca obscura nymphs, however, the most important factor 
contributing toward darker pigmentation, in this work, seems to be popula-
tion intensity. Crowded nymphs show a far greater development of dark 
pigmentation than the isolated nymphs reared at the same temperatures. 
With this species a crowded condition seen:s to exist when more than two 
nymphs are reared together in a cylindrical cage 9 inches in length by 3i 
inches in diameter. In some cages as JI8ny as 25 to 30 nymphs were reared. 
These nymphs showed an extreme development of black coloration. 
Movement could be observed at all times within the cages containing 
the crowded nymphs. As the number ot nymphs was increased per cage the 
movement became more noticeable. That movement is a contri'buting factor 
in color arrangement has been shown by Husain (1936). This author round 
that nymphs could be kept moving by arrangement of a special revolving tube. 
The nymphs developed black coloration, regardless of the temperature and 
population conditions. 
The isolated nymphs reared at the higher temperatures showed some 
black pigmentation in the presence of a fine speckled appearance on the 
more dorsal regions of the body. AB the temperature and density of popu-
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lation were increased these fine specks fused together to form large areas 
of Eolid black. so noticeable in the dark extremes .. 
Some veri definite variation was obserred in the duration of the 
nyraphal steges under the different temperatures, {Tables 14-18). As was 
to be expected, the stages of shorter dure.tion occurred nt the highest 
tem;,erature .maintained~ that of. 89.9 degrees F., and the stages of longer 
duration occu:~red e.t the lo¥rer temperatures,. the lowest being that of 
70 degrees F. A good deal of feeding t<ros noticed at all the tel!iperaturea; 
however, those nymphs rearod at outside tempera'ttlres seened to consume the 
most food per individual. Records are not available. however, to show. this 
to be truo. 
In conclusion, this Vv'Ork shows that in so far aa Scb.1stocerea obscura 
nymphs are concerned, crowding seems to be the most important factor con-
tributing toward darker coloration. ::fuat this may disclose in the way ot 
phase probability is not definitely known es yet. If the phase tendency is 
a phylogenetic property of a group of related insects, then we could easily 
expect this species to shov, indications of phase development under the 
proper environ..:-nental Cjndition; however, it would then be expected that 
any Acrid.id ?Jould show the phase tendencies under the right environmental 
stimulus,, :Further ax:r:mI,imentation is neede(l wfth species of ty-pical sol-
itory forms, before definite statements can bs riade as to the possibility 
of phase occurrence in all for.ms of Acrididae. 
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Table l4a Leug·th of' Dev-elopment of the First S·tage Hymph 01' S'.chistooerca 
obscure at Different Temperatures. 
Duration of 
Tempera.tu re Number of Date Observations Instars 
(Degrees F.) Records Made (Days) 
Li~:x. Wu:u. Mean 
89.9 10 rJiiay 23-31 H ? 7.4 
85.0 17 May 23-.Tune 3 9 6 ?.5 
75-80 4 May- 23-June 3 11 9 10.2 
70.0 23 May 25-June 13 17 9 11.l 
Outs:i.de Che<'..k 57 1fu.y 24-Ju.na 16 15 3 8.6 
Average 12 6.8 8.96 
Table 15. Length ot Development ot the Second Stage Nymph of Sch1stocerca 
obscura at Different Temperatures. 
Duration ot 
Temperature Number of Date Observations Instars 
{Degrees F.} Rocords Made h) } ,1. ays 
Max. :Min. Mean 
89.9 10 May 30-J"un.e 5 6 5 5.2 
85.0 l? May 29-J"une 14 11 3 6.0 
?5-80 4 June 1-June 13 10 7 8.2 
70.0 15 June 4-.Tune lG 11 10 10.2 
Outside Check 48 J'une 4-J'u.ne 16 11 5 7.02 
Average 9.08 6.0 7 .. 32 
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Table 16. Length of Development of the Third Stage }lymphs of Schistoeerca 
obscure. at Different 'i~em.peratures. 
Du1-ation of 
Temperature Number of Date Observations Instars 
( Degrees Ii'. ) Records Ma,le {]jays} 
M.ex. :ivftn. Mean 
89.9 8 .rune 4-June 23 18 7 11.25 
85.0 7 .Tune 4-June 22 1'7 10 13.42 
70.0 17 J"une 14-July 10 23 10 14.11 
Outside Check 45 J"un.e 10-July l 15 5 10.09 
Average 18.02 8 12.21 
Table l '7. Length of Development of the :Fourth Stage Nymphs o.f Sch is to cerca 
obscure. at Different •rer:lperatures. 
Duration of 
Temperature Mumber of Date Observations Instara 
(Dsgrees .Jf. ) Records t:ede {Days} 
11.:ax. ]51n. Mean 
89.9 5 June 14-June 30 15 a 11.9 
80.0 4 June ll-.Jun0 26 12 12 12.66 
70.0 9 June 23-July 12 18 16 17.71 
Outside Check 47 June 11-July 9 15 7 13.ll 
15.0 10.?5 13.06 
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Tabla 18. Length. of Development of the Fifth Stage Nymphs of Schistoeerca 










Max. rtdn. Mean 
89.9 
85.0 
4 June 29-July 9 13 10 10.40 
4 Ju.."ie 23-July 2 12 8 l.l. 55 
70.0 {The experiment termina·hed before these spec.imens completed 
their nym:;ihe.1 stngBS. 
Outside Check 40 June 23-.Tuly 12 15 9 12.66 
Ayerage 13.33 9.0 11.52 
Tuble 19. ':'ot&l Length of :~Jmphal Pe:dod. of Ny:::;.phs of Schistoc,3rca 
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Plate I. 
Fig. 1. Typical habitat for ov1posit1on. 
Fig. 2. Typical habitat for ov1posit1on. 
Plate II. 
Fig. l. Rearing cage tor adults. 
Fig. 2. Rearing cage for nymphs. 
PLATE III. 
Fig . 1 . Typica l c olorat i on of crm"ded 
f i f t h s t age nymph . 
~ 
PLATE IV . 
Fig . 1 . Typical colorution of isolated fifth stage nymph . 
Typist- -Lucille Philips 
